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The evafuation of-educational programs -in fieldS4t4ngd where true

randomizaiIodis.not posdible allows conditions` to be associated with
\_

treatment w)'ich may pose 'rival explanations of tlie results.

the

Quasi-experimental designs, as Kenny (1979)" points Out, must haye

. -
explitit-models incorporating differences between the tre

Comparison'groups over time. Since the selection of disdd

students for. supplementary instruction is by nature non-ran

Title I evaluation system. (Tallmidge & WOod, 1978 provides three

alternative models for estimating the impact of compensatory education

programs. This paper,will\kocus on selection iSSUeS surrounding only one

o,these, the special regression model, sometimes referred to:id' Model C.

The Special regression model maybe used-in situations where

treatment students are identified solely on the basis of the pretest.
is

The model assumes. that the regrettion line computed from the comparison

group pre- and posttest SetireS.May.be used t.predict what the treatment

Oroup.mean would have been without Title 'I instruction other wordsi.

- _

the. comparison group regressionline:is projected.beIcw a strict pretest

cutoff to predict what the performance of the Title_I group would have

been without supplemental instruction. The diffirence between this "no- .

treatment expectation" and the observed treatment group" meadrepresents

he gain i achievement attributable to Title I instruction.

The mod3. assumes that preteSt scores are-linearly related to.

:pdsitest scores and that the treatment'and:comparison group regression.

lines are. parallel. These attumptions may not be met when there are

floe or ceiling effects on either the pretest or posttest (Estes

Anderson, 1978). A moderately high correlation between the pretest and..'

posttest and a reasonably large sample of students are recommended to

ensure an accurate evaluation.
2



- -, School districts have attempted-to implement the spi'ail regression

toe '' 2\
. .0. with mixed success. The proimary difficulty htk been student-

selection. Foi priitiO ,al or:political-reasons manY district hive been
,..,

, =able to 'maintain atetrict-pretest cutoff. Under these conditions the
: / .1 , ..- ''

model is undersoecified and will produce misleading,resuItt.

isa

Typicaify the district evaluator will use one of, the following

procedures'to analyze the data:

-(1) -Exclude treatment ttudents abovethe cutoff and-comparison
V'

students below Pte cutoff from the analysis.
.

(2), Include.all students in the analysis, whether

approbriately'or not.

(3) Follow the analysis procedures for the norm referenok model

Nock:1'AI.

selected

All three analysit procedures are untatisfac

..added to the selection.procett corielates'wi

two procedures tend to Underettimate.projec

procedure may be used, howevei, when ,the
s. .

If the variable

posttest scOres, the first

effectiveness. The first.
er of students that-Jmust be

eliminaied is very small or whell the ad variable does not dorrelate

with posttest scores,'for exan(ple, if tudents must be reassigneddue to-

rAnddm scheduling problems. The th procedure tendt overestimateoverestimate

project effectiveness due bo regr sion to the mean since the pretest was

used, in part, for seIectil..

A fourth. procedure was, proposed by Yap* Estes and Hansen (1P9) who

argued that an unbiaded estimate of the treatment effectcould be
.

,

obtained by dropping all treatment)and COmparison students in a band

where there was overlap betweem the\two groups on the pretett. This
, -

A.procedure, however, Will-often result in a lois in,precision since the
.
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LIVN ;.:
Whilettiereappear to_ be no acceptable-post hoc rticedures- for -

_ .

applying the speCialzregression model When-ttudentA have not been
. 4 ,

assigned to thi treatment solely on the basis of the pretest scores, mine.

acceptable selection measures can be constructed. .Seveiafvariables

which.the district Wishes to ae for student selection can be combined to

vy form compositescores (rallmadge, 1978). As long as a strict cutoff on

this composite measure is maintained in selection, the composite .scores

*ay be used in the analysis. to construct the composite, the variables,

are either standardized or simply multiplied b constants so that

has the same standard deviation.and thus the sane contribu.y.on to the

omoposite. A well constructed composite can increase the accuracy-of the
.

regression model and the validity of,-the selection prOcedure.

Despite the technical rationale for using composite scores; districts

are skeptical. They want to kno0 if all this extra work is worth. it.

Will composites improve the accuracy of Mode4C? Will the_acimpatite tend

to select the students teachers think shOuld be served? Can'SimpIe
' .

composites *be designed that do not require excessive band computation o
NN.N

expensive computer equipnent? This paper reviews the empirical findingt

f previous attempts by districts to use composites and ditcusset the



implicationS of these findings for Title .I student selection and the

special regression model.

FIELD APPLICATIONS OF COMPpSITE SCORES

*Four pplications of composite scores by school districts are.

1reported, ere
.

to explore issues in the implementation of composite scoreS
ti

for.Trtle I student selectiom' The' examples differ considerably in: the

teasuresi,teiectedIor the'composite;the way the composite was

constructed, .and the-role the composite played in selection.-.ThAs
.,e

.

-natural variation is useful interpreting the results of each
-

,
.3

-district. It should be noted that each of the districts designed and,'

carried out the procedures described below without research or evalu4k0 ''

staffs; Without computer facilities, and with little or no technical

Assistance.

.Example. A.

iDisirict i constructed a comyosite pretest measure consisting of
e

pretest scores and teacher ratings which was used for selecting students

and estimating project gains in a specialregression model design. The*

'Stanford Achievement Test was administered to grades 2 through 6 in the

spring. Classroom teachers were, asirdoto rate the reading ability oft.

each student on a five point scale. The -..rating .was scored 10,' 304 50,

70, or 90 to give it a range of scores similar to the pretest. Since the

dittrict wished-to weight pretest scores more highly than ratingt; the-

compcdite score was computed by the formula: _

'C =.1;4X + .R

where C is the individual's composite score, Xis the pretest percentile,

and R. is the teacher rating.'



The means, standard-deviations,aWcorrelktions for pretest, rating;,

_,composite andposttest are given i The rating correlates

14ghlY with the pret st ancf.b variablet. orre.late.highly with posttest
*.

Stares ---The-codpositescore died not correlate Signifidantly higher with.

-
---gasttest=cores-thafir did- either-of-these--variables-Veprate y.,/-..

4...

It.is interesting to note that the scaling of die teacher'ratit4

produced a score distributtion tfiat.was close to normal for each grade.

,Meant%and standard deviations for the rating were veryclose to What one
. . ,

wo4dexpett for NCEs, 56 and,21.t6,'reSpectively.. Thus; ihe rating

dld'4iplybe:added to t#e Pretest:

. ,

As might be-expected, the results of an analysiS of covariance

suggested that there were significant differences-in the :mean ratings by

various teachem..Pretest scores Were.uted as the covariate to partially

correct for theachievement:level of the alas-S. The high correlations
.

observed above,.thoughT suggest that theSe inter-rator differences did.

-

not seriously affect the validity, of the ratings. .

District B administered the Total Reading and Total Mathematics

subScaled of the StanfoThkchievement Test each spring to evaluate. the

reading and mathematics programs at grades 2 and 3.' Although the'

district had been u&lh4 the_norm eValuation model, there was
. . .

some evidence that the,ecidipercentile assertion did not hold for theri

.students. In the primary grades, students consistently performed well,

compared to 'the national average, but-the class average droped in each

successive year until it approached the national average at about grade.

five.
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.Since studeqtt were selected using teacher judgment, the'data were
6

not appropriate for analysis using the,Special regressitc model, hutthe

-.
district did collect ratings and other informationfroM whiah campioisites

'wire -computed. -While,theie .C.00potites.Were availble td:the teacher =when

--;,---studentswereassignedta:Tatkey we're only ose d to seta very

unrestrictive upper limit abOve whichrstudents. could 'hcb.be seiected for

Title 2 services. Thui,,the match between-tomposite scores and teacher
&-

judgments could te.explored,usi-mg actual refer: ils ooded.1 to indicate

Title: 2 instruction and 0-,-tocindicate no.sippIdiental.instruction.

The composite was dor*tructerl..ridrinj the ciassfaom = teachers

_ -
were asked to rate each Student in ieventeerr realdiilgF mathematics And"

Study skill areas on'a foul point.scale. In math&natict, an inform-

inventory, deveIoPed by the'district.vas also.admicistered.. In reading,
4

Atudenti were assigned'pointS-on the-baSit,of the grade Placeient of 1144s

or her current level in the reading series. An attemptwas made to

equate the difficulty of levels of the three different reading series

used across buildings. Each element of the compositeretest, rating

and informal inventory or reading placement; was thenfrescaled by
.

assigning points to each score so that the resealed values on each score

ranged from 0 to 15. The points were simply totaled.to form the

composite score..

Unfortunately the point system was devised withdut .looking at score

distributions; and as a result, rather extreme floor and ceiling

variables were observed on each of the variables. Figure 1 shows the

score distributions for each variable and the composite totals for grade

3 reading. By way of compdrison, the original pretest distribution in

Normal Curve Equivalents *IMO is also provided. Although the raw

scores for readihg placement-and the informal inventory were unavailable,
9



-their dittributions would probably roughly approximate normality. The

--tate:*11-5-eale!,___.on_the_other_hand,L-had-becaled"_by_clividing the r
-

.scores by'S constant and rounding to a whole number. An explanation for

.. the'veging effect observe d on this variable was suggested by didtrict

. .

offiCialS.... l'eachers probably had a "L'''esponse set to overrate the needi of

students due to the length of, the rating scale and thus ensure that \

certain = students would not. be deprived of _Title I services.
.The means, standard deviations and correlations for each of the

. .

_Composite' and criterion: variableit are given in Table 2 for students in ,

reading: porrelations among the 'composite variables were moderate while

correlations With the composite were high. Correlations of this
variables with the criterion variables were moderate to. high.

The composite correlated- highly with the posttest, but not
signifi.cantly- higher than the pretest alone. The cOmposite correlated

very highly with referrals,. significantly higher =than the pretegt alorie.
=

'These results suggest that while tAp use Of .composites would not increase
. _

:the precision of the special regression model, a closer match to the;.

objective selection 'procedure is possible.

Inter-rator differences were again observed-across 'teachers, but

these did not appear to seriously affect the results.

Table 3 presents the means, standard deviations and 6c@eations

among' the composite and criterion variables for students in mathematics.=

The results were similar to those observed in reading except, that.

grade 3 the composite did not correlate more highly with teacher judgment

hen the pretest alone.

Example C
.t?Fifth the help of an outside contractor, District C evalneted its

Title-I reading program in graded 1 thrdugh 6 using the special'
'



regression model. Students were selected with a single score cUtoff on i

composite of teacher- ratings and scaled scores on the Total Reading'

sub.t6ale of the Stanford Achievement Test. Each spring, classroom
. .

_ .

q. ,teachers rated 'students.on eight rOading and study skills With a five.

point scale antradMinitterea'the achievement testa. The composite-was

contracted using the recommended procedure for multiplying one of the,

,variables by a constant to equate the standard deviations'and summing-the

-icores.

Although it was only possible to examine the scores from one

elementary school, the data from District C axe. of special interest since

two independent ratings of the same students by different teachers were

available.. One :rating _was made near the administration of the pretest

and the other was made year later. This providedthe opportunityto
_ .

study the-consistency of_ratorsand to examine the effbcts Of summing the

two ratings. -4

The means, standard deviatl.ont and correlations-for the pretest,

teacher ratings, eumied.ratings, and posttest are presented in Table A.

Again the correlation between the ratings and test, scores are-high. The

composite Correlatet highly with the posttest bit 'no higher than'the

pretest alone.

The correlation between the two ratings is remarkably high

cdOsidering that different teachers made.the ratings -a year apart. When
,

the ratings were combined to increase reliability, higher correlations

. with test:scores were observed but the sample was too small to detect,

igrificant differences.



The fourth case-will be described only briefly due to the small

mount of data available and cert;in problems in the procedures used:-

Preiest:scor.iw,_teactierratiiages-and-selection-fOrt

for second grade studentS only Ratings were obtained as part of a :*

district feasibility Study by asking the cIasroccr:teacher to .estimate

each studentsi reading ability on a six poiht,SOale. The directions for

-the scale encouraged the-teacher to make'llse.of test stores or informal

inventories 'to help make their judgmefits.-, not known whether

teachers,actually'made use of test scpres; however.

The means, standard deiiations and correlations for the pretest,

rating and teacher referrais are presented in,Table S. The high

correlation between the:Pretest arxl.rating is not surprising -'if teachers

did use test scores as the basis of their rating. ',However, the'ratalgs.

correlated ligrlifioantly higher with referrals than; did the'pretest.

When a composite.was formed uting .least 'squares 'regression coefficient;-,;

ratings added sighiiicaittlyto' the prediction of isacher placement
, Ok "

TheSe-findings suggest that-the ratings reliably. Measured
. ,

`soqe .aspect .of teacher judgments =E. eapturerlimtest Scores.-_



'DEVELOpINGCOMPPSITES-PckSTMENT SELECTION.
.

Thepl= examples of field-applicatitTs of oomposj.te scores: described

here-have-idpLications_for__thosentereet-in=deVaoping-composites-to
.

select Title I students. The vaiiation in- the way each district'
.g .

.

Splorpached-the task prOvides sane basis for generalization, though

'clearly these data are not without limitatiOna.

'Selecting variablesifOr-the-ommpotite

The specific Orocedurea used to select 'students for Title^I

vary contideably from aitrict-to district and are usually

-..
services ..

ghilatematic.. When teachet-jiidgment is Eh bapis- for Title I-ieferralai

one or more of the following claases ofivariables generally Sneer into r--

/the decision:

Performance indicatorsdicators of Achievement include test

scores, -grades, informal Invehtories, progress through a reading,

series, previous.partioipants in Title and.classroom pe4rformance.'

Study skills -- Teachers generally look for attentiveness, work
° \ .

efficiency, ability to Complete assignments and ability bd follow

directions.
'

Non - academic factors --Less directly related to Achievement

factors as motivation, personality and behavioral problema

are such

in class,.

Administrative probIemiThere may be scheduling conflicts,

-
overlapping services, parental concerns, or other Administrative

, .

problems that, affebt the decision.

The task of choosing appropriate variables is nototo be taken

lightly: Clearly it would be impossible to include more than a small

number of the variables listed above. in a formal selection procedure.





With the exception of performance indicators, the variables would be

difficult to measure. More important, the' validity-of many of thes
. -

variables with respect to selecting the most "need?.students is

questionabld; Current performance in the subjeat matter area is, in

fact, the criterion of primary interest to most districts, although other

factors usually are considered as well.

Score's on standardized tests are generally a first choice for

inclusion in 'a composite.: They are reliable and vaIidindicators.

Teachers, hoWever, feel that test scores do not adequately measurea

'student' s' need for services and that their experience with students in
4

the classroom enables them to make. more valid placement'of studentS. To

'quantify these.teachersjudgments, ratings Are frequently used as in the

four cases desciibed here, yet ratings are notoriously subjective and

unreliable (Tborndike & Eagan, 1977). How can ratings be expected to

contribute to selection? Should other indicators be used? 41

Teacher atings. Several different tating.scales were described in'

the last-section from simple five-point scales to lengthy skills

checklists. Despite the various procedures used, teacher ratings of

Student ability were shown to be surprisingly reliable and valid.

Correlations with test scores, with teacher referrals (District 13), And

with independent ratings (District C) were consistently in. the range of

.60 to .75.. Moderate correlations were observed with reading placement

and an informal- inventory in District B. These findings are consistent

. -
with other field studies (Hennessy, Takota & Arndt, 1980).

With the-high reliability. of the pretest scores and the redundancy

among all -the achievement indicators, it is prObably'unreasonable to

expect much' improvement in predicting posttest scores by adding

12



composites. On the: other-hand, teacher ratings do, seem to reliably

measure same factor that is used by teachers in selecting students but is

not reflected in test scores. Thus by including ratings, the district

thould be better able to hold to a single score cutoff on the pretest

composite. Teachers should be more satisfied with the.referrals based on

composites than pretest' scores alone.

The inflated ratings' and inter-rator differences observed by these
- _ _

districts suggelt that 'care in 'collecting ratings is necessary-. clear-,. .

____
instructions or,triiiEg should be provided So that teaaters understand

how to' make the .rating, minimizing inflated ratings and ensuring a normal

distribution of scores. Teachers should be told what percent oftheir

students can be expected to, fail undereach ratNg, though this will vary
g.

with good and bad classes. It could be noted that inflated ratings

reduce the variability or range of scores, thus reducing the-contribution

to the composite, and that students with less need .may get selected over

students' with- more need.

Probably one of the more effective ways to increase the reliability

of a rating scale is to use more than one rater. Only a'single

elementary teacher. will be familiar with a student's 'reading or math

performance during the school year, butstwo ratings could be' easily

obtained if clatsroom teachers rated their students in the spring and

again a couple weeks into the fall; While the teacher hat had relatively

little time to observe the student in the iail, reasonable ratings can be

made asthe District B results shoW. Treating the inter-rater 4.`

correlations provided by DiStrict C as reliability estikates, we can

predict the reliability expected from combining the two ratings using the

pearman Brown Prophecy Formula. If the reliability of ratings A and B

are .70, the reliability of the combined ratings would be a sizable .82.
13
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As the results in Table 4 suggest, the combined rating should correlate

more highly with test scores.

In view' of the high reliability of ratings in the examples described,

inter-rator differences do not seem to, be a major problem. The

PrOcedUres described" by Roberts and TAllmadge (1976) to correct. for these

differences are rather complicated to implement by the districts and.are

probably unnecessary. The procedure described above for obtaining two

ratings on the same students would seem be preferable.

Other performance indicators. Besides-standardized test scores -.-

teacher ratings., a number of other. indicators of achievement were liSted_

Above that could be used in a compcsite. There would only be two reasons

for including additi6naI performance indicators: to increase the

reliability of the domposite and thus the correlation with posttest-

scores or to increase the validity of selegtion. The efforts of District

B to include ratings, inventories and read ng placement in composites had-
,

little effect cn correlatiofis with the posttest. On the other hand, this

district had goodreason to consider other indicators thought to more

accuratelk reflect teacher judgments in student selection. Grade
.7

placement in the reading series-correlated more highly with referralS'

than did teacher ratings.

.

Other fct-t-irq; Not surprisingly, each of the districts. focused only

on performance measures.
.4

It could be argued that poor study skills are

relevant to need but no data was available (with the exception of several

items on District B's rating checklist). Administrative problems that
_ _ - _ _.

are unrelated to level of aChievement would not needto be included since.
_ __

students affected could sitply.be dropped from the evaluation; When

forced to objectify the decision process; teachers omitted variables that

might have been included otherwise but were difficult to defend;
14
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score dittributions

deviation,-and (c.)

problems,enCOunte

proviOe an interes

SCore

ve beenichosen- or the selection measure,
! E

7 .7igned t6 the-::valus:of eaChiiatiable so that (a) the

e(normal, (b) th variables havethe same standard
_ 1

,
si

variablesLare Scaled in the same direction. The

by the four

ng perspecti

to Eloor-aild ceili

score distributio

displayed, in Figur
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: .

441d the aSSignmenE

1.:
variable. The'

.

COMpbeitea was

. r

expected inflated

atUdents:,Suffic e

Stan

distrits and the solutions to them'

on threse issues.

Since t e-special regression model is sensitive

effects, it is particulirly important to thdpaCt the

in 40Aling the variables. The odd distributions

1.1 for eiaM , could have been avoided quite easily
I

points .reflected the full range of values on 'each

ose pproximati ns to normality found for the other

er encouraging, especially since one might have

scores on the ratings by teachers wishing to make sure

t points to be selected.

Frcm the praOtitioner's perspective, standardizing

iiriables or 'ultiplying by constants as recommended (Roberts and

Tallmadge, 1976) is a nuisance. All bUt one district tried to

approximate Standardization by setting up,equivalent Scales on each

variable;. The rating scalesused by Oistrict A, ice example, yielded

means' and standard dkixiations remarkably. clote to that of the pretest.
NCEs. The point system constructed by Dittrict B achieved the same goal

but with much tedious converting of scores.

The advantage of simple scaled may besobvious when computer

facilities are not available, but even when they are, the turnaround time

.
required tdienerate the compoiites could delay the start of the-program

and manual computation may have to be used anyway.
15
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We-igh-d.fg-the-Composibe

Assigning_ weights to each variable is the final 'step in constructing
4.

.

the composite. The weightigischeme Used, though,-is\of secondary

importance relative to variable selection and scaling..\The;evaldator can

assign arbitrary weights to give one variable a larger Contribution in

the composite or find the least squares regressfon coefficients that

maximize the correlation between the composite and some criterion using

multiple regression. When the correlati'bns between the variables and'

with the.critericn 'are all of about the,same ma4nitudev though,\it'is
\
\

-unlikely that unequal weights will substantially imprcme on unit or equal

,

weights (Wainer, 1976).

To illustrate this point, unifweights and optimal least squares

weights were compared for Districts A and B. 'The: 'differential weights

applied by 13istrict A (1.4, .6) were also examined. Multiple regression

was used to find the least squares regression coefficients with posttest

cores as the criterion. Sincel the lease squares solution capitalizes on

chance Variation in the data, the Darlington (1968) formula was used to
. =

estimate the' shrinkage that would'be.observed in the multiple

correlations if the regression coefficients had been applied to a new set

of data 'in a crcss-validation design.

The squared correlations reported in Table 6 generally support

notion, that equal weights_work fine in most situations. There are pnly

small differences between the, weighting schemes. The 'optimal weights are

slightly higher than district or unit weights but this difference'

disappears.when the squared correlations are adjusted for estimated

overfit to-the data.
-



ThespediaI'regression model requires that ttie treatmeAt group be

seleCted strictly on the pretest meature. Schodl_ districts applying
.

,model: to Title I evaluation have found it difficult to meet this

requirement when teacher 3udgments or other factors were added to the
I

student selectionproceSs but not to pretest measure: This paper
,

explored the ftOtbility of using composite scores to solvethis problem.

As Dawes and Corrigan (1979) haresargu:/compositei make gdod mode18-

.

of'decision making behavior. When
.

the apprOpriate variables are included :

in themodele composite scores make excellent predictions of teacher

,reAerralt for Title I instruction. While the referrals prodess-canhot be
.

modeled exactly, a composite provides a better match thin- test scares.

alone and-Should make it easier for a district to enforce strict

cutoff. The district must examine its Selection process to determine hd&
7.

it can.best be modeled:

Contrary to expectations (Roberts & Tallmadge, 1976), composites. do
4

not seem to increase the accdracy of estimating the no treitneot
..

_expectation in regreSsioii-debigns. '-At least withthe datd reported here,-
/,

correlation
_

the pretest-postteSt was not increased by adding other

perform4nce indicators. ;ileasures suc s teacher ratings-and placement'

in a reading series can be quite reliable but,ere redundant with pretest
s

"scores.

- . .... .

It4sienCodraggig to find that quite sitple procedures for.
...

.
. . -',

.--
_ __

__ yield pretest ,
-constructing composites yield pretest measures that have all the

- , - li,. ro , ,
'

, ... 4

: Y -, ...

properties necessary for the SpeCial'regression modelkprocedure

requiring he diti)ple Sum of two or'three variables obvious piictical



advantages over elaboiate score trantformations or sco;ing schemes. At

least in the giEttern states, few dittricts have the resources' for

following the technical reap-Emendations for designing composites to the
letter;

Care in designing these simple procedures is required, though. If,
for example, the scaling of a variable or score inflation on a hating

dcale causes flOor or ceiling-effects in the composite scores, problems

are created Whin project gains are to be estimated with the special

regression itodeI.

Independent_ of the evaluation model used, evaluators and program ,

_ _ -
specialists should have a concern for the validity of thJ process

which. students are selected for compensatory education programs.

ifermessy, Takata and Ames (1980) suggest that many "needy" students are

not beirig served by Title I. While the definition Of need used in the

14i

study vis sane discus-Sion, thote authors are not alone in their

assessment of current selectiOn procedures. Composite scores provide an

.obAectiveobservable alter.native to the decision making processes

used.

As Dawes d-Corrigan (1974) put it:

..an analysis' of the tasks faced by the decision, maker leads to the
concliision thati linear models work well. It _is, therefore,-not
surprising that linear models outperform intuitive. judgment. Nor is
it surprising that -decisym Aqrs (insofar as they are behaving
'appropriately%) are;param6rphically. -r'epresened by linear
modeIs...The whole trick is to deicide-what variables to look at and
then-know how to add. (p. 105)
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Figure 1. Score distributions on composite variables and comPosite
total for third grade students in Reading from District B (N = 168):



'table I.

Meant, Standard Deviation and Correlations
for District A Students in Reading

Grade. 2 (i4 = 897)

(1) Pretest 1

(2) Rating ..

(3) Cafrposite

(4) Posttett

Grade . 41 (If 942)

(1) Pretest}:

(2) Rating

(3) CanpoSite

44
(4) Posttest

SD

Correlations

4

55.0

48.4

109.1

55.7

19.7

21.2

50.2

X0.2

17.8

X20.7 --

471

19.2

.75

.98

.75

1. -

;76

.98

.70

.84

.76

.86

.66 .73,

Grade 6 (N. = 851)

-(1) Pretet1

(2) Rating

ceposite

-Posttest

51;6

51.9

104;3

51.-5

17.9
.

22.6

A7.6

)13.4

.97

.75' ;78

1pretesi and posttest weans on scores are: reported in Normal Curve
EquiValents (NCEs),.



Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations and Correlationi

Among Ccmposite y-ariables, Posttest and. Treatmait for
4. District B Students-in Reading

X

Grat; 2 (N 120).

(1).. Pretestl

(2) Reading level'

(3) Checklist

(4) Composite

(5) Pcittest2

(6) Referrals

Grade =,97)

(1) Pretest

(2) Reading Level

(3) 'CheckliSt

(4) Composite

(5) Pcettest2

(6) Referrals

8.3

9.9

10.4

28.4

,59:9

.62

9.3

-9.3

9.3

27.8,.
. .

54.9

.65

6,3

5.4 .74

4.6 .55

14.3 ,89.

20.9 -.69

.49 .70

5.8'

6.3 .68

5.2 .58

.8a

18.4 =.79

.48 .77

2

Porre3 shone

.90--

.

.46.

85

=.63

.79

:79

-.49

-.66
r.

_IPretest scores were 03 nverted. to a 15=point scale.

2Negativer4parrelations reflect the reverted ca3.ing of the composite
variables.



Table 3 .

,MeanS, Standar&Deviations and-,eorrelations Amon
CanimtsiteVarii.b.1',.'Pot ttegt: and Treatment for

bistrict B Students in Matheeitics'.`,

40.

_

Graff 2 (N =.104.r.

(1) Pretestl

.() Invintori

. 5

- (3) Ratir4

(4) Caapoeite

i.
.

(5) 'PtifiteSt2
*;.

(6) 'Ikeferrala

Grade .3-(14 '96) L.

(1) Prat

(2) InVentOiy- ;"
.(3); Mating

(4y Composlte::
".,'. `.

(5)A. pc-irtt43E?
.

"(6 Referrals

a. 2

.10.5

25.9 -.

59.3

.62

'Co*

'12.7

t,

:49

6, .46
..;

.75.
.

8:9 .

12.2

9.3
h.

58.2

.69

4 7

'6. 3

3.7

-. .5;3:

12; 9 _..83

.::

56

.65

I l l r e t e 4 4 scores ..34-4.re corsverte t t " -66. a 466-"Pciiirt g

1 ,2NegatiVe correlations:OM : reflect': tiad reversed scaling of the cciMPOS i te
variables.- - e - 7 .... , ', . .. ,

. ,', f
,I 1 t i

:'83

'

.64



TAble 4_ .

Means, Standard Deviations and Correlation.s for
-.CanpOsite Variablet and Posttest for District C

Students in Reitding

Graft 2 (N

(1) Pretestl

(2) -Rating A

'(3) CanPoSite

PoStteiti

(5) Rating B.

(6) A +

Grade 4. (N = 45

.121.9

20.3

242.9

137;6

24.5

44.8

3

Pretest

Rating A

Canposite,

Posttesti

Rating, B

Grade 6 (11 = 44).

Pretestl

Rating A

Canposite

Posttest}

Rating B

A + B

142.9

23.2

285.7

1531

24;6

47; 8

34,3

12.8-

5.3

9.8

k7 ; 5-

6.7

29.8

18.2

8.7

14.3

"158.3

22.1

317.0

167.0

23.3

45.5

18.4

° 6.6

34.9

.75

.85

.67

.84

.78

.71

.82

;45

;88

.75

.77

.68

.69

.92

.82

.75

:78

.72

:87

.71

.76

;93

.81

;80-

.89 .80

.PreteSt and posttest are reported in expandedscale so:ores
26. \

4..'D k



Table' 5
Means, Standard Deviations and Corielations

Among Pretest Scores, Ratings aid Teacher'Referials
for District D Students rrl Reading (N 242).'

1 .correlations-

(1) Pretest

(2) Rating

(3) Re.fferalsi-

sb

1.4

.45

1The kagatiVecorrelatisons " reflect the reversed scaling
of



4

0



Table 6
quared Ccitrelations Between the Posttest

and Three Weighted Composites

Di Strict A, Reading

897

9a

855

District B, Reading

2 120

97

District B, Mathematict

2 104

District
Weights

Unit
Weights_-Weights--

Optimal ._Wecghts_
(Adjusted)

.558 .582 . 580.

;534 ;528 .535 533

-626 .631 ;629 -.

.533 .543 .515

.558 .629 600

.571 .605 .577

.496 .541 .505

,v4
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